It is well known that inclusive distributions (~) can be expanded (~7) in certain asymptotic limits in terms of Reggeon contributions, or, more exactly, in terms of Lorcutz-pole contributions.
A. BASSETTO and .M. TOLLER shown, on the basis of a transverse-momentum sum rule, that these effects are probably small in the pionization region. The same argument cannot be applied to the fragmentation regions in which rcf. (~o) is explicitly concerned.
In order to write the Lorentz-pole expansion, we use the formalism developed in ref. (~'x2) , which is in agreement with the general results of multiperipheral dynamics. We introduce two standard frames of reference S~ and S~. We indicate by P~ and P~ the four-momenta of the incoming particles and by Pa and P~ the four-momenta of the two observed particles. In the frame S~ we have
( 1) and in the frame S~ (2)
These two frames are connected to the laboratory system S~ by the two Lorentz transformations
We have indicated by u,(r a rotation around the z-axis of an angle ~ and by a,(~) a boost along the z-axis with rapidity ~. As a consequence, in the laboratory system we have We see that pa, 0a and ~a define in the usual way the modulus and the direction of the momentum of the particle ~ in the laboratory frame. The quantities p~, 0/~ and ~ have a similar meaning in the projectile system. In particular, we have (,1) M. Tol'3Li~.lt" N1/. qVO Clmento, 37, 631 (1965 
